PICTURE PERFECT FIELD PAINTING AND STRIPING

Game-day field, painted and ready for play, at the University of Arizona. Photos courtesy: Chuck Raetzman.

By Matthew Trulio

Without lines and logos, a healthy, well-maintained field is an empty green canvas, awaiting your "brushstrokes." Field painting and striping not only complete the play picture, but they challenge your precision as well as your creativity.

Chuck Raetzman, assistant director of operation services at the University of Arizona, and Ron Ramsey, the university's paint shop supervisor, love to meet those challenges. Working closely with one another and their crews, they've created a strategy that keeps the University of Arizona gridiron, the 1992 STMA Football Field of the Year, looking sharp.

Timing Pays

Including the Copper Bowl, the University of Arizona hosts eight games a year. That's not an especially high amount of play; however, most of the games are televised. The field has to be "television-ready" for every game.

"Timing is everything," says Raetzman. "We coordinate with the paint shop during the season, not only with mowing, edging, and sweeping, but also with irrigation, so we're not stepping on each other's toes."

Games are played on Saturdays. After Raetzman and his crew mow on Wednesdays, Ramsey and his team lay out the field and apply the "first coat" of lines, which takes approximately six hours. Thursday evenings, the field receives moderate to light irrigation, depending on the weather conditions.
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As numbers are painted individually using airless sprayers and custom made stencils.

On Friday mornings, the field is mowed and swept for the final time. Then Ramsey and the paint crew return to paint. They repaint the lines, stencil-paint the yard markers, hash marks, and numbers, and paint logos in both end zones and the middle of the field. The field hosts a light, 40-minute practice early Friday evenings, so the paint crew returns early Saturday morning to touch-up the field. continued on page 32

Green Lawnger™ Turf Paint from Becker-Underwood is the fastest way to restore the natural green color to turf which is dormant, discolored or damaged. Ideal for golf courses and sports turf! Green Lawnger helps keep fairways, tees and greens looking healthy and lush. Revitalizes worn areas of stadium turf and brightens up stressed or overplayed fields. Easily applied with many types of sprayers, Green Lawnger blends in beautifully with most grasses. Won’t wash or wear off. Call or write for more information!
The HTI-300XL hydro seeding system is now available from Hydro Turf Inc. It has a 300 gallon elliptical poly tank with a 16" fill well. Features include a 3" high volume pump with choice of Briggs, Kohler or Honda engines, 15 gallon clean water tank for hose flushing, a 2" backfill kit for easy tank loading and a 100' spray hose and 3 spray gun nozzles. The machine transports easily on a 3/4 ton pickup. Units are available in 150, 300, 500, 750 and 1000 gallon varieties. Lease for $192.00 per month.

HYDRO TURF INC.
1344 Sibley Memorial Hwy.
Mendota, MN 55150
(612) 452-9230 or FAX (612) 647-1870

FIELD MARKERS:
12 Models Priced from $399, including Self-Propelled & Riders

FIELD STENCILS:
Yard & Hash Mark Stencils, Custom Emblem & Mascot, Playground Games & Maps, Lettering & More.

DRY LINE MARKERS:
5 Models Priced from $85 for Any Field Requirement...Pavement Stripers, Too.

Call Toll Free
800-624-6706

FIELD PAINTING AND STRIPING
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"The team is very good about keeping that light practice between the 30-yard line and the end zone," says Raetzman.

 Winning Technique
When Ramsey and his crew begin painting on Wednesdays, they are starting with a smooth, cleanly cut field. That's important, says Ramsey, for laying down crisp lines from the start.

The University of Arizona's football field is surrounded by a curb with saw cuts in it every 10 yards. The Wednesday painting ritual begins with the crew running strings across the field, from cut to cut, then striping along the strings. "That's what we do on Wednesdays, stretch strings and stripe," says Ramsey. "From that point you measure where the yard markers, numbers and logos go."

Logos are laid out one week prior to the season opener, and kept outlined in white for the entire season. That way, when the crew returns to paint them on Fridays, the outline for the logo is already in place — finishing is a matter of filling in the color each week.

Numbers and hash marks are created with stencils made from pieces of half-inch plywood, hinged together at the center, which makes them easier to transport and store. The stencil configuration is such that they can lay out 20 yards at a time. To lighten the stencils and make them easier to carry, as well as provide a place for painters to stand while using them, the crew actually cut holes in them. The

RainBuster Polytars

• Lightweight AND economical!
• Solids and reversibles (climate friendly!)
• Sizes from golf greens to soccer fields!

Compliments our complete line of vinyl covers, patented zipper systems, geotextiles, grids and more! Call for your free package now.

1-800-621-0146 TOLL FREE
M. PUTTERMAN & CO., INC.
4834 South Oakley • Chicago, IL 60609
312-927-4120
stencils were also painted with a primer followed by a high gloss paint, so that field paint can be washed off them quickly and easily. “If the stencil edges get ‘dirty,’ the edges of your numbers will get fuzzy,” Ramsey notes.

The paint crew selects different tools for specific jobs. Airless paint machines are used for all logos, says Ramsey, because they create a particularly sharp line with no overspray. All five of the airless machines are gasoline-powered and can handle up to 200 feet of line.

“We need that much line because we don’t bring any paint onto the field to prevent accidental spilling,” says Ramsey. “Paint is kept on tarps off the field.”

Logos are touched up on Saturdays by hand with paint rollers. Conventional striping machines are used to paint all lines. Ramsey prefers a heavier machine that doesn’t “bounce around” on the field. Each of the paint crew’s three striping machines is self-propelled and has a seven-gallon paint tank, which Ramsey says is enough to stripe the entire field.

“When you stripe a field, you’ve got to keep your eye on the edge of your spray, so that you don’t go over the strings,” he asserts. “The edge of the spray has to be right ‘on top’ of the strings.

“You have to paint a field from various angles, because you want paint on all sides of the grass blade,” he continues. “Otherwise, a logo or line might look green from one angle, colored from another. And you have to paint properly, so that the paint doesn’t build up on the grass.”

Regular mowing helps remove paint from the grass. In addition to diluting paint, “proper painting” includes selecting a field marking paint made for the job. Ramsey uses a water-based, flat latex paint that tends to be “chalky.”

“You don’t want to kill the grass — that’s probably the most important thing — or you’ll end up with a dirt field,” he says. “There were three things we included in paint specification. One, it can’t hurt the grass. Two, it can’t hurt the players. And three, it can’t come off on their uniforms, even in a rainy game. That’s very important to equipment managers.”

Taking Pride

While field painting and striping can be challenging and time-consuming, they can also be immensely rewarding. A beautifully painted field “fires up” the teams and spectators. If televised, it fairly bursts from the screen. A field-painting job done well gives everyone who worked on it a feeling of involvement and pride.

“We take a lot of pride in it,” says Ramsey. “It makes our guys feel like they’re part of the team. You’ve gone out there and done something that might help your team win — your team might get a first down that they wouldn’t have had had the lines been sloppy. When it comes down to it, lines are the most important paint on the field. The rest is just decoration.”

Raetzman agrees. “This is a game of inches, and the lines have to be right,” he concludes. “You can have the greatest grass field in the world, but what really gives it that look of class is the painting.”

Missouri Paint Supply

Missouri Paint Supply, Inc.
5818 Troost Ave.
Kansas City, MO 64111
Phone (816) 333-1272
Fax (816) 333-1296

Call for a no charge quotation on:
CUSTOM STENCILS
FIELD MARKING EQUIPMENT
"GREENGRAPHICS" TURF DYE
WARREN FIELD COVERS

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

CALL JON OR LARRY
1-800-426-0774